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Elastic, Inelastic Scatterings and Transfer Reactions for16,18O on 58Ni Described
by the São Paulo Potential
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We have used a parameter - free potential, obtained from data analysis at sub-barrier energies, to explain
our measurements of elastic and several inelastic scattering cross sections for the16,18O + 58Ni systems at an
energy above the barrier. The data were analyzed through extensive coupled-channel calculations. Transfer
cross sections could also be explained by the same interaction, which is consistent with the more fundamental
São Paulo potential.

The imaginary part of the optical potential is the responsi-
ble for the absorption of flux from the elastic channel into any
reaction mechanism. In the coupled channel formalism, if all
relevant peripheral reaction channels are included in the calcu-
lations, the imaginary part of the optical potential must be as-
sumed as negligible in the surface region. Within this context,
the real part of the interaction can be unambiguously determi-
ned, as long as the elastic scattering and all important periphe-
ral processes are measured. Previously[1, 2], we have perfor-
med such measurements for the16,18O + 58,60,62,64Ni systems,
at the sub-barrier energy region (ELab ≤ 38 MeV), and the
corresponding bare potentials were extracted from coupled-
channel data analysis. A good test of consistency of the ex-
tracted potential would be to use it on data analysis, without
any further free parameter, in the difficult energy region sligh-
tly above the Coulomb barrier, since at this region there are
several open channels with strong couplings among them.

In the present paper, we show the results of the measure-
ments and of the coupled channel (CC) calculations for the
elastic scattering, seven inelastic scattering angular distributi-
ons, and three transfer reaction channels cross sections for the
16,18O + 58Ni systems, at ELab≤ 46 MeV (VB

∼= 40.6 MeV).
The CC calculations were performed using the FRESCO

code[3]. We have adopted a similar procedure as the one used
in the sub-barrier data analysis[1, 2], by assuming a Woods-
Saxon shape for the optical potential, with an inner imaginary
part which takes into account the internal absorption from bar-
rier penetration (essentially the fusion process). Previously (at
sub-barrier energy regime), a large number of channels were
involved in the CC calculations. No significant extra surface
absorption is expected above the barrier at 46 MeV, allowing
us to assume the same parameters for the volume imaginary
part of the potential as before: Wo = 50 MeV, rio = 1.06 fm,
and ai = 0.2 fm. For the real part of the interaction, a Wo-
ods - Saxon set of parameters, equivalent to the São Paulo
potential[4, 6] at the surface region, was assumed: rco=ro=
1.06 fm, Vo = 273 MeV (16O) and 113 MeV (18O), a = 0.59
fm (16O) and 0.77 fm (18O).

The new measurements were performed at the São Paulo

8UD Pelletron Accelerator. We have used two different de-
tecting systems: (i)- a set of three telescopes E-∆E, each one
consisting of one proportional counter that provides signals of
energy loss (∆E) in the gas, and of the remaining energy (E)
detected in a surface barrier detector, and (ii)- a set of nine
surface barrier detectors. For both detection sets, the angle
determination was made by reading on a goniometer with a
precision of 0.50. Each spectrum was accumulated during five
continuous days, in order to obtain statistics good enough to
identify very small cross sections.
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FIG. 1: Elastic scattering angular distributions for the16O + 58Ni and
18O + 58Ni systems. The curves are the results from coupled channel
calculations, without any free parameter.
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FIG. 2: Inelastic scattering angular distributions for the (a) 2+
1

58Ni
excited state in the16O scattering, (b) sum of the 2+

1
58Ni and 2+1

18O
excited states in the18O scattering. The curves are the parameter -
free coupled channel calculations.

We were able to identify the elastic scattering, inelastic
scatterings to the first 2+1 excited state of the58Ni, the two-
phonon excitations of the triplet 2+

2 , 0+
2 and 4+1 states of the

58Ni, the 2+1 state of the18O, alpha stripping transfer for the
16O + 58Ni system and one and two neutron stripping transfer
channels for the18O + 58Ni system. The data are shown in fi-
gures (1-4) – (a) for the16O + 58Ni system and b) for the18O +
58Ni. For one-neutron transfer channel, the data include tran-
sitions to the ground state, the first17O excited state, and four
59Ni excited states. For two-neutron transfer channel, the data
include transitions to the set of states with excitation energy
from 0 to 6.5 MeV, including 23 excited states of60Ni and the
two first excited states of the16O [4]. For alpha transfer, the
data include transitions to the ground states of62Zn and12C,
several excited states of62Zn and the 4.4 MeV excited state
of 12C. The experimental resolution was not good enough to
precisely separate the inelastic excitations to the 2+

1 states of
18O and58Ni and, therefore, the corresponding data refers to
the contribution of both states. Also, the two-phonon triplet
states are summed together.

In the CC calculations, the inelastic couplings were trea-
ted within the vibrational mode, with the same deformation
lengths assumed in the sub-barrier data analysis. A one-step
cluster transfer of one s=0 neutron pair was assumed for the
two-neutron transfer process. Due to the large number of sta-
tes for neutron transfer, most of them with unknown spectros-
copic factor, we have adopted an average value for all states
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FIG. 3: Two- phonon inelastic scattering angular distributions for the
0+

2 , 2+
2 and 4+1

58Ni excited states by the interaction with (a)16O,
(b) 18O projectiles. The curves are the results from coupled channel
calculations, without any free parameter.

equal to 0.87, which was used at the sub-barrier study. For
alpha transfer in the16O + 58Ni system, we also included
some states with unknown spectroscopic factors. As there
were no available spectroscopic factor values from the sub-
barrier energy studies, these were the only free parameters in
our present calculations. The average value of 1.26 was used
for all these states.

The results for the cross sections obtained from CC cal-
culations are shown in figures (1-4). The predictions are in
reasonable agreement with the data, except in three situati-
ons, always at forward angles. The first is for the inelastic
excitation of the58Ni triplet for both systems. In this case,
however, the discrepancy may be connected with some conta-
mination of the inelastic scattering data with the low energy
tail of the elastic peak, which is intense at forward angles. In
the backward region the elastic peak presented a much less
pronounced tail. The other situations are for the alpha and
two-neutron transfer processes at forward angles, where ave-
rage spectroscopic factors were adopted. The two - neutron
transfer has very small cross sections, and at the forward an-
gles it was difficult to separate it from the more intensive one-
neutron transfer channel. Concerning the alpha - transfer, the
highest excited states could be contaminated, at froward an-
gles, by the 4.4 MeV inelastic excitation of12C target con-
tamination. In the elastic scattering data for the16O + 58Ni
system, we have also included some data available in the
literature[5].
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FIG. 4: Transfer channel differential cross sections. (a) Alpha strip-
ping channel in the16O + 58Ni system. (b) One-neutron and two-
neutron channels in the18O + 58Ni system. The curves are the results
from coupled channel calculations, with only one free parameter, the
average spectroscopic factor for alpha transfer in16O + 58Ni.

In summary, we have obtained experimental differential
cross sections of several peripheral reaction channels for the
16,18O + 58Ni systems at ELab = 46 MeV. The data have been
analyzed within extensive coupled-channel calculations and
using the same interaction that had been obtained in previ-
ous analysis of sub-barrier data. Only one free parameter was
included in the calculations, the average spectroscopic factor
for alpha transfer of the16O + 58Ni system. A reasonable
agreement between data and theoretical predictions was ob-
tained. Therefore, we have demonstrated the consistency of
the simultaneous data analysis, from the sub-barrier region to
energies above the barrier, with the same potential. We point
out that the Woods-Saxon optical potentials assumed in this
work are also consistent[2] with the more fundamental São
Paulo interaction that is based on the folding potential and on
the effects of the Pauli non-locality.
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